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Jesus and the Sweet Pilgrim Baptist Church 2001 a mississippi fable of divine visitation jealousy murder and salvation
Sweet Pilgrim Baptist church, Albany, N.Y. 1993 grave sites not only offer the contemporary viewer the physical markers of those remembered but also a wealth of information
about the era in which the cemeteries were created these markers hold keys to our historical past and allow an entry point of interrogation about who is represented as well as how and
why grave history is the first volume to use southern cemeteries to interrogate and analyze southern society and the construction of racial and gendered hierarchies from the
antebellum period through the dismantling of jim crow through an analysis of cemeteries throughout the south including alabama florida georgia kentucky maryland missouri and
virginia from the nineteenth through twenty first centuries this volume demonstrates the importance of using the cemetery as an analytical tool for examining power relations
community formation and historical memory grave history draws together an interdisciplinary group of scholars including historians anthropologists archaeologists and social justice
activists to investigate the history of racial segregation in southern cemeteries and what it can tell us about how ideas regarding race class and gender were informed and reinforced in
these sacred spaces each chapter is followed by a learning activity that offers readers an opportunity to do the work of a historian and apply the insights gleaned from this book to their
own analysis of cemeteries these activities designed for both the teacher and the student as well as the seasoned and the novice cemetery enthusiast encourage readers to examine
cemeteries for their physical organization iconography sociodemographic landscape and identity politics
Alabama Geographic Names Information System 1983 born in the late 1940 s and early 50 s and raised in a segregated town in southern mississippi a group of black girls and boys
came of age together and graduated from high school in hattiesburg as the class of 1968 now in their late 60 s and early 70 s they have chosen to reflect on their families community
and school experiences together they experienced one of the most tumultuous eras in u s history and they reflect on those experiences in these personal essays they think back on the
vietnam war the draft the assassination of their neighbors and national leaders and the civil rights movement the fact that they came of age during these tumultuous events makes
their experiences all the more vivid and profound since the tender adolescent years typically mark us more profoundly than other phases in life perhaps most significantly the era
suddenly brought racial desegregation to hattiesburg in early 1967 under freedom of school choice some black hattiesburg students saw their lifelong friends choose to attend the white
high school for their senior year their stories bring forth a rush of memories some that will make you laugh others that will make you cry and many that will make you wonder how
things may have turned out differently had racism not poisoned their day to day lives although the contributors dealt with these formative experiences differently all were touched in
some way by the same forces in the dying days of legalized segregation the essays here also reflect on our present moment although racial segregation has lessened it still persists in
hattiesburg and throughout america leading to an era we might call racial resegregation yet the 1950 s and 60 s have ended we don t want these memories to die with us says lead
editor mrs doris gaines we want the next generations to know our thoughts and feelings and to understand how the past helped make us what we are today and what made us tick the
class of 1968 a thread through time explains how these citizens negotiated their youth in hattiesburg and in doing so offers us wisdom about how to move through life with grace and
integrity
Cumulative List of Organizations Described in Section 170 (c) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 2001 in 1932 the u s public health service recruited 623 african american men from
macon county alabama for a study of the effects of untreated syphilis in the negro male for the next 40 years even after the development of penicillin the cure for syphilis these men
were denied medical care for this potentially fatal disease the tuskegee syphilis study was exposed in 1972 and in 1975 the government settled a lawsuit but stopped short of admitting
wrongdoing in 1997 president bill clinton welcomed five of the study survivors to the white house and on behalf of the nation officially apologized for an experiment he described as
wrongful and racist in this book the attorney for the men fred d gray describes the background of the study the investigation and the lawsuit the events leading up to the presidential
apology and the ongoing efforts to see that out of this painful and tragic episode of american history comes lasting good
Cumulative List of Organizations Described in Section 170 (c) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 2004 this history of the ku klux klan traces the evolution of the organization from its
1865 founding to the present drawing extensively on contemporaneous media reports the ku klux klan tells the story of america s oldest and largest homegrown terrorist organization it
is a revealing look at the philosophies and methods of a secret society that used religious symbols secret codes and the cloak of anonymity to bind its members together in the cause of
violent racial warfare the ku klux klan encompasses the organization s entire history from its post civil war founding by nathan bedford forrest to its high watermark in the early 20th
century with membership swelling to four million and its founders portrayed as heroes in the film birth of a nation to its resurgence in the civil rights era to more recent attempts by
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david duke and others to put a benign face on the klan in order to gain elective office
Grave History 2023-12-15 in 1932 the u s public health service recruited 623 african american men from macon county alabama for a study of the effects of untreated syphilis in the
negro male for the next 40 years even after the development of penicillin the cure for syphilis these men were denied medical care for this potentially fatal disease the tuskegee syphilis
study was exposed in 1972 and in 1975 the government settled a lawsuit but stopped short of admitting wrongdoing in 1997 president bill clinton welcomed five of the study survivors
to the white house and on behalf of the nation officially apologized for an experiment he described as wrongful and racist in this book the attorney for the men describes the background
of the study the investigation and the lawsuit the events leading up to the presidential apology and the ongoing efforts to see that out of this painful and tragic episode of american
history comes lasting good
The Class of 1968 2021-03-22 winner of the 2020 zócalo public square book prize clear eyed and meticulous while depicting the terrors of jim crow sturkey also shows how hattiesburg s
black residents forced to forge their own communal institutions laid the organizational groundwork for the civil rights movement of the 50s and 60s new york times sturkey s
magnificent portrait reminds us that mississippi is no anachronism it is the dark heart of american modernity robin d g kelley author of thelonious monk if you really want to understand
jim crow what it was and how african americans rose up to defeat it you should start by visiting mobile street in hattiesburg mississippi the heart of the historic black downtown there
you can see remnants of the shops and churches where amid the violence and humiliation of segregation men and women gathered to build a remarkable community william sturkey
introduces us to both old timers and newcomers who arrived in search of economic opportunities promised by the railroads sawmills and factories of the new south and he takes us
across town into the homes of white hattiesburgers to show how their lives were shaped by the changing fortunes of the jim crow south
The Tuskegee Syphilis Study 2013-01-01 chosen chairman of bank of america in 2009 walter massey is the first banking insider to reveal the inner workings behind the country s worst
financial crisis in 2008 although a global financial meltdown occurred a dozen years later it was triggered by covid 19 a global pandemic but the earlier catastrophe had been
precipitated by a downturn in the u s housing market followed by large bank losses excessive risk taking and the concomitant greed and fraud that were cronies of that stressful
macroeconomic environment still walter e massey s intimate memoir is more than a revelation about those perilous years of the american economy a successful professional whose
achievements embody a startling range of aptitudes he gives the reader a remarkably personal record of how a black boy from hattiesburg mississippi who entered morehouse college
at age 16 on a special ford foundation program was able to reach those heights through flashbacks massey describes how his earlier leadership positions prepared him for the
unexpected challenges he faced at the bank they had all been learning experiences from director of the argonne national laboratory director of the national science foundation
president of morehouse college and currently president and chancellor of the school of the art institute of chicago comprehensive intimate and revealing his is an eloquent testimony to
how one succeeds by accepting challenges forging alliances and maintaining personal integrity at the end of it all he hopes that readers will find his story encouraging enough to push
ahead toward their goals and not be daunted by the seeming enormity of the task
The Ku Klux Klan 2009-08-25 kennedy s o albany is in part the non fictional stories he covered in his novels legs and billy phelan s greatest game kennedy retells the exploits of the
bootlegger jack legs diamond the bungled 1933 kidnapping of john o connell jr heir to the albany democratic machine and explores the albany of his past including its demographics and
vanished neighborhoods
The Tuskegee Syphilis Study 2003-03-01 larry leflore ph d chronicles his journey growing up poor in a single parent home and without any role models to lead him to a professional
career identity in this memoir having struggled with self doubt and low self esteem he had no real aspirations in childhood but in college his sociology and psychology classes
transformed how he thought about himself and the world later when he began working with delinquent children after graduating from college he began to feel a sense of purpose and
success when administrators at the university of southern mississippi noticed how he d reformed the juvenile court system they recruited him to assist in establishing a master s degree
program with an emphasis in juvenile justice after an incredible and rewarding career at usm he retired at age forty nine before going on to excel at administrative positions at west
virginia university and texas women s university join the author as he shares how he overcame obstacles to enjoy professional success in being and becoming
Hattiesburg 2019-03-28 forrest county mississippi became a focal point of the civil rights movement when in 1961 the united states justice department filed a lawsuit against its voting
registrar theron lynd while thirty percent of the county s residents were black only twelve black persons were on its voting rolls united states v lynd was the first trial that resulted in the
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conviction of a southern registrar for contempt of court the case served as a model for other challenges to voter discrimination in the south and was an important influence in shaping
the voting rights act of 1965 count them one by one is a comprehensive account of the groundbreaking case written by one of the justice department s trial attorneys gordon a martin jr
then a newly minted lawyer traveled to hattiesburg from washington to help shape the federal case against lynd he met with and prepared the government s sixteen black witnesses
who had been refused registration found white witnesses and was one of the lawyers during the trial decades later martin returned to mississippi and interviewed the still living
witnesses their children and friends martin intertwines these current reflections with commentary about the case itself the result is an impassioned cogent fusion of reportage oral
history and memoir about a trial that fundamentally reshaped liberty and the south
American Baptist Yearbook 1898 ten stars is a nonfiction narrative part biography part oral history of the life story of gary cooper an african american born in the depths of jim crow
to an alabama family that challenged the rule of segregation the cooper extended family described in interludes at points within the book has made a national mark in politics arts
education health care and the military graduating from the university of notre dame in 1958 as one of three african americans in a class of 1 500 cooper went on to become the u s
marines first black commander of a combat infantry company in vietnam he later became the corps first black general from infantry an alabama state legislator and governor s cabinet
official an air force civilian four star who promoted the tuskegee airmen and the first black u s ambassador to jamaica
In the Eye of the Storm 1985-09-03 tapping into my soul is a three fold perspective on charon j austin s life these three entities include remembering her heritage conquering her youth
and facing her future growing up in alabama charon describes in vivid detail instances in her life that have led her to become the young adult she is today her destiny even though still a
bit unsure within her own visions is the driving force of the book making her ultimate purpose in life the underlying theme thus through taking in account her ancestral lineage her
childhood and things she hopes to accomplish in life the book is a probe into the true essence of charon as a misunderstood individual
O Albany! 2022-03-30 a look at the ways that the christian religion has maligned sex and some suggestions for christians to think differently about sex
Being and Becoming 2011-01-05 v 1 new england connecticut maine massachusetts new hampshire rhode island vermont v 2 northeastern states delaware district of columbia
maryland new jersey new york pennsylvania west virginia v 3 southeast florida georgia north carolina south carolina virginia puerto rico virgin islands miscellaneous caribbean islands v
4 south central states alabama arkansas kentucky louisiana mississippi tennessee v 5 southwestern states arizona new mexico oklahoma texas v 6 great lakes states illinois indiana
michigan minnesota ohio wisconsin v 7 plains states iowa kansas missouri nebraska north dakota south dakota v 8 mountain states colorado idaho montana nevada utah wyoming v 9
pacific states territories alaska california hawaii oregon washington pacific territories v 10 national index v 11 appendices
Count Them One by One 2016-11-04 gayle graham yates s hometown sits on the banks of the chickasawhay river boasting the live oak dogwood and magnolia trees found throughout
southern mississippi like any place shubuta population 650 is inhabited by good people and bad by virtue and vice both a literary memoir and a cultural history this book chronicles
yates s return to the town in which she first knew goodness and came to recognize immorality blending folklore and personal impressions with the words of shubuta people telling their
own stories yates offers a rich narrative of the town from its choctaw prehistory through the tremendous economic political racial and social changes that led to its present the author s
pilgrimage leads us to the hanging bridge where some black shubutans were lynched to a bank that did not fail during the great depression and to the office of the doctor who tends
broken hearts as well as broken arms yates takes us to shubuta s most beautiful gardens and ugliest vacant lots to all the stores in town to the new post office and to the town hall in
the process we learn how shubuta evolved from a racially stratified town to one in which the descendants of slaves are now political leaders librarians business owners and police
officials yates also tells of her own moral journey from judgmental young activist to middle aged scholar mellowed by experience travel and reading who sees her home with newfound
compassion ultimately she shows us small town southern america a strong frail fascinating and complex human community
Ten Stars 2008-08-28 the inspirational story of an african american community that migrated from the deep south to albany new york in the 1930s
Tapping into my Soul 2002 consists of annuals representing 1 039 associations and conventions located in 27 states and regions held in the collection of the american baptist samuel
colgate historical library
Arkansas Review 2006-03-27 founded by william hardy at the confluence of rivers and rail lines hattiesburg mississippi is today a capital of education healthcare commerce and the
armed forces in the gulf south in this new biography of the hub city experience its story as you never have before hunt and forage alongside native american tribes centuries before
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european settlement build a cabin with pioneer lumbermen on the edge of the forest jostling for profit in the cavernous piney woods train with soldiers at camp shelby on the eve of
deployment in world war ii and march alongside civil rights activists during freedom summer in 1964 in this narrative history author and hattiesburg native benjamin morris offers a
captivating account of the hub city from its prehistory to the present day from its darkest hours to its brightest futures
Rescuing Sex From the Christians 1852 an 8 volume reference set containing over 4 000 entries written by distinguished scholars the african american national biography is the most
significant and expansive compilation of black lives in print today
The General Baptist repository, and Missionary observer [afterw.] The General Baptist magazine repository and Missionary observer [afterw.] The General Baptist
magazine 1991
Omni Gazetteer of the United States of America: South Central states 1942
Directory of Negro Baptist Churches in United States 2004-05-01
Life and Death in a Small Southern Town 1942
Directory of Negro Baptist Churches in the United States 2001
The Mississippi Quarterly 2008-10-02
Southern Life, Northern City 1994
African-American Baptist Annual Reports 1961
New Hope Missionary Baptist Church, Natalbany, La. Black History Program 1986
Report 2014-11-18
Faith & Form 1858
Hattiesburg, Mississippi 1906
The Baptist Hymn and Tune Book 1959
Journal of the Annual Session 2008
Polk's Mobile (Mobile County, Ala.) City Directory 1917
The African American National Biography: Hacker-Jones, Sarah 1993
The American Baptist Year-book 1956
The News-letter of the Society for the Study of Southern Literature 2001
The City Record
The Southern Register
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